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Tin, with its three common isotopes Sn, Sn and Sn, is among the easiest elements to detect and analyze by
NMR spectroscopy , and its chemical shifts are referenced against SnMe 4. Until then, I'm Chris Smith, thank
you for listening and goodbye. Beyond bronze, tin's greatest contribution to humankind was probably the
humble tin can. They were based on common objects and events, such as trains, horse-drawn carriages, sailing
ships, and people from everyday life. Isotopes Tin has ten naturally occurring isotopes. Bronze, an alloy of tin
and copper, was a vital metal during the Bronze Age. Tin has two forms, alpha or gray tin, and beta or white
tin. From: Carol M. At higher temperatures, however, the metal reacts with both water as steam and oxygen to
form tin oxide. It does not form wide solid solution ranges in other metals in general, and few elements have
appreciable solid solubility in tin. Extraction Tin can be produced easily by heating cassiterite with charcoal
nearly pure carbon. The LME trades pure tin by the pound. This discovery cleared the way for the invention of
the tin can only a year later. Tin is a typical metal inasmuch as it's extremely malleable easy to work in many
different ways , ductile easy to draw into wires , and readily forms a grayish protective oxide on its surface,
but it's much weaker than metals such as iron so it's not used as a construction material. Physical[ edit ]
Droplet of solidified molten tin Tin is a soft, malleable , ductile and highly crystalline silvery-white metal.
Chris Smith And you can hear from Brian Clegg how the power of Europium was harnessed in the first place
and how it was discovered on next week's Chemistry in its Element, I hope you can join us. Density: White
tin: 7. Tin may have played another historical role - this time in the defeat of Napolean's army in the Russian
campaign of  It's a challenging process, Xu said, requiring exact temperatures and growth speed of the layer to
ensure the atomic structure is just right. Before the discovery of bronze, many metal items were made out of
copper. Chemical properties Tin has a valency chemical combining power of either two II or four IV and
accordingly forms two different forms of compounds: tin II compounds which used to be called stannous and
tin IV compounds formerly called stannic. All the Greeks knew was that tin came to them by sea and from the
north-west and so the story arose of the tin islands. This metal is used to prevent corrosion and to produce
glass. During ancient times, Europe obtained most of its tin from the British Isles. It also forms compounds
with sulfur, selenium, and tellurium. You can, for example, bend or crush a tin can with your bare hands. At
one point, over forty million tin cans were produced every year, but use of aluminum and other types of
containers have reduced this number. White tin returns to gray tin as it cools below 55 degrees F. The
radioactive Sn , discovered in , and Sn are two of the few nuclides with a " doubly magic " nucleus: despite
being unstable, having very lopsided protonâ€”neutron ratios, they represent endpoints beyond which stability
drops off rapidly. This explains one of its major uses: as a coating to protect other metals. There are few uses
for gray tin. The metal is produced from reducing the oxide ore with coal in a furnace. Tin also is used in
bell-making. An ore is a compound or mixture from which an element can be extracted for commercial profit.
Gray tin is non-metallic and is a gray powdery material. Occurrence in nature Tin is not very abundant in
nature. The mass number represents the number of protons plus neutrons in the nucleus of an atom of the
element.


